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Fantastic Books, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.How badly could you screw up when granted
access to infinite worlds conforming to your heart s most intimate desires? No matter how much of
a disaster you or I might make of such a miraculous gift, rest assured that Paul Girard, hapless
middle-aged bookstore clerk, can hilariously surpass your worst fumblings and missteps. Visited
one morning by a dimension-hopping artificial intelligence named Hans, Paul is given the ability to
jump instantly to any world he can envision. But without truly knowing himself, Paul soon discovers
that framing a wish that gets the expected results is not as easy as it first appears. From the depths
of the Big Bang to a world where hippies rule; from a land of Amazons to one where life is a video-
game; from a society where cooperation means everything to one where individual chaos rules.
Across these bizarre dimensions and many others, Paul races in the search for happiness, love,
wealth, status and the answer to the Ontological Pickle. Acquiring comrades and enemies along the
way, our feckless alternaut reaches a...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way
in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication where in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . London Ger la ch-- Pr of . London Ger la ch

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly-- Estelle Donnelly
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